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how to catch the
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this recognized
aid to promoting literacy. Both writers and illustrators alike
will benefit from this hands-on session with Mac and Marla while they
demonstrate the basics of this evolving form of art and literature.

Saturday, March 17th, 2012
Registration starts at 8:30am
Workshop runs from 9:00am to 3:30pm
Book signing from 3:30pm to 4:00pm

Fee: Members $65 Students $75 Non Members $85 Lunch Included
No refunds after 25 February 2012
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Marla Frazee has won two Caldecott Honors. She has illustrated many other
books including her own The Boss Baby, and Stars by Mary Lyn Ray. She lives in
Pasadena, CA, and works in a small backyard cabin under an avocado tree.

www.Marlafrazee.com
Mac McCool had his first comic strips published at sixteen. He champions
the art of children’s graphic novels at conferences and universities across
the country, and has freelanced as an illustrator for Disney, the Smithsonian,
and many dot coms. He teaches illustration and sequential art at California State
University, Fullerton, under another person’s name. www.macmccool.com
For more information: http://www.scbwisocal.org/events/la_creative_toolbox.html
To register: http://latoolbox.eventbrite.com
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W

Wisps of fog gathered like strands of cotton candy, and the dragon hopped faster.
or
Yesterday’s full sun and desert heat kicked the cold ocean in the gut, making it spew fog
like a toddler with the stomach flu.
or
The wet fog sticks to my skin like Shari’s imported spring water spray from Tahiti.This is
so totally paranormal romance weather.
Beginnings to our stories can be challenging. Intimidating. Scary. How do you
start? Find the right words? Hit the right tone? Make sure you’re starting in
the right place?
Beginnings can also be heady. Full of possibility. Exciting. Every decision could
lead to somewhere fantastic. New. Brilliant.
And often, beginnings are all of these things. But the answer to the challenge
is to start. It’s a first draft and it doesn’t have to be perfect.You just need
something on the page so you can get your story (and your revisions) going.
This November 2011, marked the beginning of my being co-RA of SCBWI
Los Angeles with Sarah Laurenson. And I’m excited. Because this time, I’m
not facing a blank page. Judy Enderle and Stephanie Gordon started
SCBWI-L. A. 30 years ago, and it’s grown with vitality and passion into
one of SCBWI’s largest regions. Now I’m joining up with the incredible
Sarah Laurenson (who has been working so hard for our region for the last 6
years as ARA and, recently, co-RA) to build on the amazing work of Claudia
Harrington and Edie Pagliasotti (our own Lucy and Ethel), who led us so
brilliantly over the last 10 years.
Sarah and I get to take events that are already successful and well loved and
tweak them to be even better! Writers Toolbox is becoming Creative
Toolbox, to explore topics relevant to both our writer and illustrator
members – March 17, 2012, will be Graphic Novels 101. And Writer’s
Days (April 21-22, 2012) will become a two day event, with the second
day being intensive workshops for a small number of
attendees with members of our faculty—including
workshops on revision with editor Stacey Barney
(Putnam/Penguin), pitching with agent Michael
Bourret (Dystel & Goderich), and novel writing
(continued next page)
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with author Terri Farley who wrote all 24 books in her Phantom Stallion
middle grade series, plus two other novels in a mind-boggling 76 months that’s less than three months per novel!
So, I’m excited. And, to be honest, a little nervous. I mean, when someone
hands you six of their best crystal champagne flutes and says “start juggling,”
you don’t want to drop any. And those metaphorical flutes are our region’s
six major annual events: Creative Toolbox (March 17, 2012), Writer’s Days
(April 21 & 22, 2012), Down the Rabbit Hole (May 20, 2012), Critiquenic
(June 2, 2012), Working Writers Retreat (September 7-9, 2012), and
Illustrator’s Day (November). It’s a glittering collection of sparkling apple
cider in fancy glasses, and we hope you’ll join us for these events-that-feellike-celebrations as we continue to focus on the craft, business, inspiration,
and most of all, community of being writers and illustrators of children’s
literature.
Back to the fog of those opening lines, here’s the quote that’s been inspiring
me lately, by Anne Lamott, who wrote the brilliant book on writing, Bird by
Bird. It’s about trusting in the story you have to tell, and in your voice:
“Lighthouses don’t go running all over an island looking for
boats to save; they just stand there shining.” - Anne Lamott
So, in your life, and in your writing and illustrating, be a lighthouse. And
shine!
Namaste,
Lee

Edie Emeritus
Edie
Magnificently
Entreats us to
Read and learn to
Inspire others with our
Talent. She is an
Unsung hero of
SCBWI-Los Angeles.
Edie officially ascended from her role as RA of SCBWI-L.A. into her
new role of RA Emeritus on November 1, 2011. We wish her all the
best of everything up there!
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SCBWI Schmoozes in the L.A .Region
ANTELOPE VALLEY (Writers)
Meets the second Wednesday of each month (except
December) from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Barnes and Noble Bookstore
39228 10th St. West, Palmdale, CA 93551
RSVP: Coordinator Marilyn Dalrymple marilyn160@
verizon.net

WEST SAN GABRIEL VALLEY (Writers)
Meets six times a year, usually on a first Saturday of the
month, from 10 a.m.to 12 noon.
Hastings Branch Library Community Room
3325 E. Orange Grove Blvd., Pasadena CA 91107 (corner
of Orange Grove and Sierra Madre Villa)
Coordinator: Susan Lendroth susan.lendroth@gmail.com

Note:The AntelopeValley Schmooze is actively seeking a new
coordinator to start in January 2012. If interested, please contact
Rita Crayon Huang rhcrayon@gmail.com.

WESTSIDE (Illustrators)
Meets the third Monday of most months from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m.
Location TBD.
RSVP: Coordinator Suzy Engelman Block suzyblock@
gmail.com

EAST SAN FERNANDO VALLEY / GLENDALE
(Illustrators)
Meets the third Thursday of most months from 6:30 p.m.
to 8 p.m.
Once Upon a Time Bookshoppe
2207 Honolulu Ave., Montrose, CA 91020 (between
Zeke’s and Rocky Cola Café)
RSVP: Coordinator Jennifer Swain animfx@charter.net

WESTSIDE (Writers)
Meets the second Wednesday of the month (except July
and August) from 7 p.m. to 8:45 p.m.
Fairview Branch Library Community Room
2101 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405
RSVP: Co-coordinators Karol Ruth Silverstein and
Charlie Cohen WestsideSchmooze@hotmail.com

HOLLYWOOD (Writers)
Meets the third Thursday of January, March, May, July,
September, and November from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Community Room at 8000 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90046 (corner of Sunset and Crescent Heights)
RSVP: Co-coordinators Dr. Melanie Stagnaro and Rene
Rawls hollywoodschmooze@gmail.com

Note: Look for metered parking behind the library, in front of the
library on both sides of Ocean Park Blvd., and on the side streets
right near the library, but note that it’s permit parking only
farther down on the side streets.
 Check www.scbwisocal.org/calendar.htm for
exact dates and topics of meetings.
 To learn more about past Schmoozes, visit
http://socalschmooze.blogspot.com/.
 Got Questions? Interested in starting a new
Schmooze? Contact the SCHMOOZE
SCHMIZARD (formerly known as the
Schmooze Advocate): Rita Crayon Huang
rhcrayon@gmail.com.

Note:The community room can be accessed from the street on
Crescent Heights, or through the parking lot on level P1 across
from the parking office.Trader Joe’s will validate parking for 90
minutes, so bring your ticket with you.
SOUTH BAY
Seeking new coordinator. Former coordinator, Suzanne
Gibson, is willing to provide assistance. If interested,
please contact Rita Crayon Huang rhcrayon@gmail.com.

Kite Tales
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A

Greetings from Francesca and Q,
A great time was had by all at our thirteenth OC
Editor’s Day! We made several changes this year, but
the biggest change was our new venue—the beautiful
and comfortable Titan Theater at Cal State Fullerton.
Though we missed the monkeys at our old location,
the Santa Ana Zoo, The Titan Student Union building at
Cal State Fullerton was lovely with its gardens, stone
patios, fountains, and comfy rooms for our breakout
sessions with the editors. We kicked off our event the
Friday night before, with an art exhibit. Our illustrator
attendees displayed one piece of art inside an actual art
classroom. The editors and agent who attended said
how much they enjoyed seeing the art and meeting the
illustrators before the Saturday conference.

Guest speakers
(back row) Greg
Ferguson, Ruta
Rimas, Daniel
Nayeri, Sara
Sciuto, (front)
Cindy Loh
Cindy Loh’s talk on how selling a book is a lot like
dating had us all in stitches. Her discussion of voice,
series potential, and “how far is too far” in writing YA
was enlightening. “Cover letters count; a great pitch
matters.”

Our speakers included:
Greg Ferguson, editor at Egmont
Cindy Loh, editorial director of Splinter/Sterling
Daniel Nayeri, editor at Clarion
Ruta Rimas, associate editor at Margaret K. Mc
Elderry
Sara Sciuto, agent at Full Circle Literary

Daniel Nayeri shared the reasons he rejects
something. Even if he loves a manuscript, he has to
make sure he can sell it and he’s not willing to risk his
job over it. It has to be a sure thing. “Writers should not
be afraid to break the rules with a great story.”

Our spotlight authors were:
Gina Capaldi, co-author/illustrator of Red Bird Sings.
Marilyn Scott-Waters, author/illustrator of The
Toymaker’s Christmas
Q. L. Pearce, co-author of Red Bird Sings.

Ruta Rimas focused on the picture books that she
loves and explained why she loves them. Her talk was
a great illustration of voice. She also spoke about what
she thinks of the place of picture books in today’s
market.

Our guest speakers were not only diverse and
entertaining, they were all generous with their time—
informative and approachable.

Sara Sciuto from Full Circle Literary was part of the
pitch session, hosted a lunch table, and handled our
overflow critiques. She did a superb job.

Here’s a sampling of the day:
Greg Ferguson shared visuals of editor’s letters and
notes. His talk on how an editor is like a coach to help
make your book better was informative.

This was one of the most delightful groups of editors
we’ve ever hosted. They were all so knowledgeable and
(continued next page)
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approachable. The day included our traditional first
pages panels and lunch with the editors, plus several
new features that worked well. The pitch sessions were
very popular. The attendees who signed up for a session
were sent a pitch sheet from celebrated pitch master
Michael Mahin, AKA Dr. Mike, on how to get the
most out of this golden opportunity. Each participant
had five minutes with an editor or agent. That gave
them time to pitch their manuscript and receive
feedback. Our editors LOVED this session. Some of
our attendees made successful connections during the
sessions. Business cards were exchanged and plans to
hear more were made.

Editor’s Day 2011 ContestWinners
We wrapped Editor’s Day up with the winners of our
2011 Writer’s Contest and Portfolio Contest:
Picture Book
1st place winner: Katrin Sofie Berg—Hank The Bat
Honorable Mention: Gay Kamber Seltzer—TheWombat
Brothers

Our illustrators participated in a terrific workshop
with Gina Capaldi. In her last two books, Gina has used
a lovely technique of painting onto unique backgrounds
and incorporating collage elements into each
illustration. A couple of weeks before the event, Gina
assigned each illustrator a page from Little Red Riding
Hood and asked them to prepare a basic illustration.
At the workshop, she demonstrated her technique and
then the participants had time to use collage to enhance
the illustration they had prepared. Everyone seemed
to love it and the only complaint we had was that the
workshop wasn’t long enough. No one wanted to leave
when it was over! Visit Gina at www.redbirdsings.com

Middle Grade
1st place winner: Rosalind R. Oliver—Pilar of Strength
Honorable Mention: Marilyn Cram Donahue —The
Trouble with Arnold
Young Adult
1st place winner: Laurisa White Reyes—The Crystal
Keeper Fantasy
Honorable Mention: Italia Lee— Crooked Lines
The Illustrator’s Showcase
Winner: Christina Forshay, www.christinaforshay.com

Author/illustrator Marilyn Scott-Waters shared an
upbeat message, on the many ways one can become
published, with her excellent graphics giving lots of
hints and tips for getting the attention of an editor.
Marilyn’s successful website www.thetoymaker.com
was visited by over 750,000 guests last year!

We also want to send a special shout-out to our hard
working Editor’s Day volunteers: Bev Plass, Lori
Polydoros, Joanna Woods, and Marlene Perez. Thank
you all for sharing your time and talent.
Save the dates: Agent’s Day has been moved to
March 31, 2012, and the Spring Retreat at the
South Coast Winery Resort and Spa has been moved to
May 4 – 6, 2012.

Q.L. Pearce rounded out Editor’s Day with her talk on
Going For A Grant. As an SCBWI Grant Administrator
and also the recipient of The SCBWI RAM Grant for
$2,000, Q outlined the many grant opportunities
offered by SCBWI and she gave tips on how to make
your submission stand out from the rest. Visit Q at
www.redbirdsings.com
Kite Tales

Cheers,
Francesca Rusackas-Regional Advisor
Q. L. Pearce-Assistant Regional Advisor
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Central-Coastal Regional News
from Mary Ann Fraser
MaryAFrase@aol.com

T

The red light flashes.You’re on.
Maybe it’s a recorded radio show,
maybe it’s live. It doesn’t matter.
The question is, are you prepared
to make your radio interview
work for you?
Recently I was asked to do a
recorded interview for KCBX
in San Luis Obispo with my son
about our upcoming participation
in the Central Coast Writers’
Conference. Everything seemed
to go well, until a few days later
when I listened to the podcast. I
realized no one – not the radio
host, not my son, not I, not the
conference organizer – managed
to mention our children’s books
Ogg and Bob: Meet Mammoth and
Ogg and Bob: Life with Mammoth.
I’ve learned my lesson. More
importantly, I’ve made it a point
to be better informed for the next
time. Here are a few pointers I
have gathered since then:
Before the Interview
• E-mail your bio to the
interviewer ahead of time so
it can be read on air. Keep it
short, and be sure that the
name of the book you’re
talking about appears right
after your name.
• Prepare a list of everything
you want to mention,
numbered in order of
importance, and have it

Kite Tales

Let’s Talk Radio

by Mary Ann Fraser

•

•

•

in front of you for the
interview.
Feel free to suggest talking
points to the interviewer
ahead of time or shortly
before you are on the air.
Send or deliver your book to
the host ahead of time, but
don’t be surprised if they
don’t read it.
Do your homework. Listen
to your host’s show before
your interview.

The Call-In Interview
• Eliminate all distractions.
• If you are using a wireless
phone, stay in one place.
• Ask when you should call in
(usually about five minutes
before the interview is
scheduled to start) or if they
will be calling you.
• Have the radio host’s phone
number handy in case you
get disconnected.
• After the interview is over,
hang on for at least twenty
seconds to allow the host or
producer the opportunity
to pick up the line to thank
you.
The In-Studio Interview
• Bring your bio.
• Bring a list of talking points.
• Arrive fifteen minutes
before your interview.
• Turn off all electronics.
7

•

Don’t bring friends or family
to watch.

The Interview
• Put on a smile.Your voice
will sound warmer.
• Keep things interesting,
but to the point. Most
interviews are short.
• Don’t sound like a
commercial.
• Avoid “yes” and “no” answers,
but don’t be too longwinded either. Make your
point and keep it simple.
• Know your material so you
can speak with confidence.
• Have fun with the
interviewer, but if it is a
serious topic act accordingly.
• Breathe!
• Follow up by sending a thank
you note via either snail mail
or e-mail.
And there you are—a few simple
rules that will nearly guarantee
that you have a successful
interview.
For more information—check out the
e-book The Talk Radio Guest Book:
How to Be the Perfect Talk Radio
Guest by Dave Congalton and Deborah
Bayles. Special thanks toVicki Leon,
Deborah Bayles, Alexis O’Neill, and Barney
Salzburg for sharing their wisdom.
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Beating a Bad Case of
Writer’s Block

by Rusty Harris

Writer’s block—A usually temporary condition in which a
writer finds it impossible to proceed with the writing of a
novel, play, or other work.
				
-- Dictionary.com

I

•

I’ve beaten writer’s block before, but like a stubborn case of
athlete’s foot, it comes back. When my laptop becomes the
enemy, when words head to the coast for some downtime, or
my head threatens to explode the detritus of my life – splat! –
onto the over-filled calendar, I rely on the “usually temporary”
part of that definition. But in 2010, nothing worked.

•

Later, I asked the group about these “mini-writer’s days.” Marci
Hersel said, “Honestly, I had felt more paralyzed than blocked!
So the day at Mary’s was amazing. It was like a retreat, far
away from my daily routine, a quiet place with a small group
of writers I felt safe around and comfortable with. During our
writing exercises, I stopped self-criticizing and just wrote. I
realized it’s a good thing for me to just write – about anything.”

I tried a change of venue (Move the laptop to the dining room.
Outdoors. Starbucks.), meditating, See’s candy, PBIC (Putting
Butt in Chair), Oreos, soothing music – all to naught. Finally,
while leafing through some old notebooks, I discovered some
scribbling from a serene day several years ago when I’d put
out the call to writing friends to get together and just write,
without responsibilities or time constraints. It was a peaceful,
productive day after which I’d revised my entire novel. Why
not try it again?

I share Marci’s feelings, even though I played a trick on myself
for the first prompt – forcing myself to keep the pencil moving
no matter what – but it worked for me, too. Sitting beside
Mary’s sweet garden, notepad in lap, favorite pen in hand,
with the zooming of hummingbirds the only sound, everything
opened and the critical little troll whispering in my right ear
(it’s always my right ear) was silenced.

On a perfect weekend morning, five members of our critique
group gathered at Mary Weyand’s home. Over the course of
several hours, we listened to a prompt, chose an area in which
to write for twenty minutes, then re-gathered and shared. No
critiques of this tender new writing – only comments about
what caught our attention, what felt “hot” or intriguing. Then
another prompt, and off to (in my case) the comfy cushions
beside a glass door overlooking Mary’s garden, rioting with
early summer flowers and veggies.

Another critique member, Linda Olson, said, “Our miniworkshop for writing is an oasis in the middle of everything
that cries at me for attention. It is a time without any
distraction, and for no other purpose than writing. That is
freedom. I can put aside all that my inner critic has to say, so
everything I write during our mini-workshop is unedited. But
that’s where something new might happen.”

Prompts can be anything – an object, a feeling, a question.
There are many books of prompts and even a very literal
three-inch cube called The Writer’s Block: 786 Ideas to Jump-Start
Your Imagination by Jason Rekulak. On that particular Saturday,
I created my own:
•
•

Writer’s block happens. To avoid a repeat of the “Empty
Chasm of 2010,” I’ve stuck a post-it on my laptop screen. On
it, I’ve written that definition of writer’s block with the word
“temporary” underlined with two savage black Sharpie strokes,
and beneath the definition I’ve written the names of my fellow
critique group members. Next time, I’ll know what to do
sooner – if the Oreos don’t work first.

Create a short list of the month’s happenings. Choose
one and write about it.
List three people: one with whom you connect, another
you see fairly often, but have no strong feelings for, and
one with whom you’re often at odds. Choose one and
write.

Kite Tales

List one aspect of your personality you like, one you
don’t like, and a part of you someone has criticized.
Choose one or more and write.
List three nouns, three verbs, and three adjectives.
Choose one from each category and write.

Rusty Harris has recently completed the middle grade novel Jack of
All Trades.
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BOOK TALK ONLINE
Book Talk is a monthly book discussion group taking place on the Central/
Coastal SCBWI listserv. Discussions begin on the first of each month, facilitated
by Lynn Becker (lynnb@mac.com). Readers may join anytime during the month
with comments or questions about the featured book. Book Talk is open to all
members of Southern California SCBWI who sign up for the regional listserv.

SCBWI Central - Coastal California Region Presents

To become a member of the listserv, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SCBWI-CCal/

DECEMBER
Where the Mountain Meets the Moon by Grace Lin

Enchanted journey to find the Old Man of the Moon; beautifully
designed midde grade based on Chinese folklore

JANUARY
LMNO Peas by Keith Baker

Rhythmic text, romping peas, an alphabet book that’s worth a look!

FEBRUARY
Blink and Caution by Tim Wynne-Jones

Saturday, May 5, 2012
9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

YA. Please reserve this early from your library—it’s only available in
hardcover, but too good to pass up. Horn Book winner for fiction.

for published and
not-yet-published
illustrators and authors

“Picky Pickup,”
by James
Horvath, The
Klutz Book
of Pick Up
Sticks, Klutz
Publishing
2010

$70 SCBWI members
$40 Audit-Only
Simi Valley Library Community Room
2969 Tapo Canyon Rd.
Simi Valley, CA 93063

Laurent Linn, Art Director,
Simon & Schuster Books
for Young Readers

Reception Honors P.A.L. Members from
SCBWI CenCal Region

Laurent Linn, Art Director for Simon and
Schuster Publishing, will lead this professional
development workshop intended to mirror the
actual process of working with an art director.
An option to audit the day is available at a
reduced rate for those interested in listening
to the critiquing process. An audit is a great
opportunity for picture book writers to learn
how illustrators interpret a manuscript!

“Class” of
1990s
With a generous grant from SCBWI headquarters,
the Central-Coastal California Region sponsored our
first-ever reception for P.A.L. members, immediately
following Writers’ Day, where members displayed
their books, met with Writers’ Day faculty and
Advisory Board members, and took “class” photos
celebrating the dates when they first joined SCBWI.

Registration Deadline: February 20, 2012
SCBWI members only.

For more information and registration,
go to: www.scbwicencal.org

Kite Tales
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… CENTRAL-COASTAL news
Central-Coastal SCBWI

Save the Dates

For registration information, go to

http://www.scbwicencal.org/events.shtml

SCBWI CenCal Contest
Winners 2011

February 11, 2012 • San Luis Obispo

Workshop: “The Art and Craft of Novel Building”
Presenter: Kathleen Duey, Author
9 a.m. – 4 p.m. $50 members

Congratulations to all writers who captured attention
for their well-written manuscripts in the Writers’ Day
’11 contest!

March 3, 2012 • Bakersfield

Workshop: “How to Write for Educational Publishers”
Presenter: Christine Peterson, Managing Editor,
Capstone Publishers
1:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. $40 members

Picture Books

Most Promising: Kristen Nordstrom, Back to the Sea
Once More
Special Mention: Cathy Thomason, Rules!
Special Mention: Greg Trine, Noogy

March 24, 2012 • Ventura

Workshop: “Passionate About Picture Books: Crafting
a Good Story”
Presenter: Barbara Bottner, Author/Illustrator
9 a.m. – 12 p.m. $40 members

Easy Reader/Chapter Books
No awards given

Middle Grade

Most Promising: Cynthia Bates, The Feather Box
Special Mention: Angela Russell, Genna Siss
Special Mention: Allison Kimmel, Toots

March 24, 2012 • Ventura

Young Adult

April 21, 2012 • Goleta

Critiquenic
1:15 p.m. – 3:45 FREE to members

Most Promising: Catherine Linka, Frozen
Special Mention: Gwen Dandridge, Dark
Special Mention: Jody Fickes Shapiro, Even in the Best of
Families

Roundtable: “Extending the Life of Your Books”
Focus on Published Authors & Illustrators
1:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.

May 5, 2012 • Simi Valley

ArtWorks Illustrator’s Day: “Step by Step: Working
Creatively with an Art Director”
Presenter: Laurent Lin, Art Director, Simon &
Schuster
9 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Lin Oliver and Alexis
O’Neill display a new logo
designed by Mary Ann
Fraser and Kathryn Hunley,
announcing a name change
fromVentura/Santa
Barbara California to
Central-Coastal California,
better reflecting all four
counties in our region.

CenCalWriters’ Day winners 2011 (pictured left to right):
Jody Fickes Shapiro, Greg Trine, Angela Russell, Cynthia Bates,
Catherine Linka, Allison Kimmel, Gwen Dandridge, Cathy
Thomason, Kristen Nordstrom
Kite Tales
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The Sue Alexander Grant for
the Working Writer’s Retreat
Open to ALL genres!
Recipient receives full tuition to the
SCBWI-L.A. Working Writer’s Retreat. The recipient will
be announced in the Fall Issue of Kite Tales.
The Working Writer’s Retreat is popular and tends to sell out before the winner is selected. Be sure to reserve
your spot at the retreat by signing up early (registration opens after Writer’s Day). The winner will be reimbursed
their tuition.

Contest: Submit one unpublished manuscript (Fiction or Nonfiction) in one of these categories: Picture

Book (text only, no illustrations or dummies), Middle Grade (first 10 pages), Young Adult (first 10 pages), Poetry
(a collection of 10 poems on a single theme in proper manuscript form, double spaced and in 12-point type).

Rules:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

You must be a member in good standing of the SCBWI-L. A. Region.
Published or unpublished SCBWI-L.A. members are welcome to apply.
The submitted manuscript must not be under contract for publication at the time of application.
Limited to one entry per person. Send 3 copies.
Submissions must be limited to a maximum of 10 double-spaced pages, or 10 poems in proper
manuscript form (double-spaced and in 12-point type).
Do NOT put your name on the manuscript, only on the entry form (below).
Paperclip the entry form and manuscripts together.
Submissions will not be returned.
Please be sure to follow these submission guidelines. Submissions not in compliance with these
rules will be disqualified.
Judges will remain anonymous.

All entries must be postmarked between April 1, 2012, and May 31, 2012.
Go to www.scbwisocal.org for more information.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INSTRUCTIONS
ENTRY FORM – SUE ALEXANDER SCHOLARSHIP GRANT
Entries must be postmarked between April 1 and May 31, 2012.
1. Fill out this entry form.
PLEASE PRINT

2. Paper clip it to three copies
of your submission.
3. Mail to:
Sue Alexander Scholarship
c/o SCBWI-L.A.
P. O. Box 1728
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone
Email
Title of Manuscript

Submissions not in compliance with these rules will be disqualified.
For more information visit www.scbwisocal.org/events/la_Sue_Alexander_Grant.html

Go to www.scbwisocal.org/calendar.htm
for information on regional events.

SCBWI EVENT Calendar – Save These Dates!
MONTH

DATE

DAY

TYPE

REGION

DESCRIPTION

DEC 2011

11

Sun

EVENT

CC

Holiday party

JAN 2012

6-8

Fri-Sun

EVENT

CC

Retreat

FEB 2012

4

Wed

DEADLINE

L.A.

Annual Conference Scholarship
Contest for Writers

11

Sat

EVENT

CC

Workshop – The Art and Craft of Novel
Building by Kathleen Duey

17

Fri

DEADLINE

OC/IE

Ms Critique for Agent’s Day (spots sell
out quickly)

3

Sat

EVENT

CC

Workshop – How to Write for Educational Publishers by Christine Peterson

3

Sat

DEADLINE

L.A.

Writer’s Day Contest

13

Tue

DEADLINE

L.A.

Nominations for SASE Award

17

Sat

EVENT

L.A.

Creative Toolbox: The Graphic Novel

24

Sat

EVENT

CC

Workshop – Passionate About Picture
Books: Crafting a Good Story by
Barbara Bottner

24

Sat

EVENT

CC

Critiquenic

31

Sat

EVENT

OC/IE

Agent’s Day

21-22

Sat-Sun

EVENT

L.A.

Writer’s Days with Intensives

21

Sat

EVENT

CC

Roundtable – Extending the Life of
Your Books

4-6

Fri-Sun

EVENT

OC/IE

Spring Retreat

5

Sat

EVENT

CC

ArtWorks Illustrator’s Day

31

Thu

DEADLINE

L.A.

Sue Alexander Grant for the Working
Writer’s Retreat

MARCH 2012

APRIL 2012

MAY 2012

Cartoon by Debbie Ohi Ridpath www.inkygirl.com

Kite Tales
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First Person Account

SCBWI-L.A.’s Working
Writer’s Retreat 2011
by Julia Shahin Collard
Photos by N.A. Windsor

Faculty members (left to right) Sarah Laurenson, LeeWind,
Stephanie Gordon, Judy Enderle, Jen Rofé,Tim Travaglini,
Sarah Ketchersid, and Lynette Townsend.

O

On the weekend of September 9, 2011, I attended the
highly praised, always-sold-out SCBWI-L.A. Working
Writer’s Retreat, where the theme was “A Recipe
For Revision.” It promised to be a solid weekend of
meeting, greeting, and eating.

edge as we gathered for Friday afternoon’s welcome
ceremony. But then our Faculty Members paraded into
the room wearing tall white chef’s hats, immediately
reducing the tension. From there, co-coordinators Lee
Wind and Sarah Laurenson segued to a panel about
revision by opening with a cooking-as-metaphor-forwriting quote:

We already had our manuscripts, so weren’t cooking
from scratch. Instead we were there, as someone said,
“to fix an already cooked but perhaps lopsided cake.”
So maybe this retreat was icing on the cake, because
everyone knows that delicious frosting makes a lopsided
cake look and taste better.

“...writing poems is a lot like cooking. We bring
everything we know about cooking and about what
foods go well together to preparing a meal, just as we
bring all we’ve learned or read or practiced to writing
a poem. Sometimes, it’s just luck that we get the right
combination of ingredients, but much of the time a fine
meal is made from good ingredients being put together
by a well-practiced chef.” -Scott Edward Anderson,
in his essay “Making Poems Better: The
Process of Revision”

Gather Ingredients
As it’s always nerve-wracking to show up in front of a
group of strangers to have your mental babies poked
and prodded, the forty attendees seemed a bit on

Sarah Ketchersid of Candlewick
reminded us that even in picture books,
you can’t forget that one of the main
ingredients to a good story is conflict.
However, she also cautioned against adding
too many ingredients, (e.g. there should be
just one storyline in a picture book).
Author Judy Enderle warned us that
adjectives and adverbs are like spices –
SCBWI-L.A.WorkingWriter’s Retreat 2011 attendees.
Kite Tales
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…working writers retreat

(above) Saturday
night’s wild karaoke
party. (left) Agent Jill
Corcoran, editor Sarah
Ketchersid, agent Jamie
Chilton, and agent
Jen Rofé listened to
loglines and first pages
on Sunday morning.
the right amount make your dish/story unique and
delicious, but if you add too many, your story may be
“inedible.”

Bake Time
The new format successfully introduced this year
allowed for more revision time. Teams of four met
for an hour with each faculty member, resulting in
over an hour of focused time for work, as well as
five additional hours of individual revision time.

The ideas really percolated. Some people worked the
beginning of the same story over and over, while others
presented different stories or chapters to different faculty members. It was up to us what dish we served.

Author Stephanie Gordon said, “Good writing is like
a good roast: It may look perfect. It may smell perfect.
But if you want it to taste perfect... you need to let it
rest before you send it out.”

The Taste Test
The final morning was spent in front of a panel of three
agents and one editor who listened and commented as,
one by one, all forty of the participants read a logline
and the first 250 words of their manuscript. The nerves
were jingle-jangling, but we all survived. Many
hopefuls were even asked for second tastes, hearing the
magical words, “Send me your manuscript!”

Editor Tim Travaglini lightened the mood by comparing the process of publishing books to that of making
sausages. As in: The sausages may turn out delicious, but
you don’t want to see them actually getting made....
Andrea Brown agent Jen Rofé compared being an
author to being on a Food Network reality show,
challenging us to think about how our unique
perspective and personality can make us the next Food
Network star, i.e. Make our books winners on our own
terms. She also said, “If there’s anything I’ve learned
from watching Food Network, it’s ‘Don’t cook pork
with pineapple,’” as in, some aspects of storytelling just
don’t work together in combination.

We left the event full in every way, and went off to
cook up new plot twists and spice up our voices. I, for
one, certainly hope to come back for another helping
next year.
When not at her studio, artist/
illustrator Julia Shahin Collard
toils away in a writing cave,
and is currently revising her
to-be-highly-illustrated YA
manuscript. Please visit her at:
www.nomadicconcepts.com

Talking about all that food worked up one’s appetite!
Good thing that everywhere we turned we were faced
with a cornucopia of snacks, including every writer’s
best friend: chocolate.
Kite Tales

Mix Thoroughly
In addition to the critique sessions, there were
many opportunities to share ideas and just plain
have fun. Faculty sat with us during meals and
joined in the nighttime festivities and Lynette
Townsend’s stretching classes. Friday night we had
a wine and cheese reception, which was topped by
a Saturday night karaoke party that would’ve had
the nuns tapping their feet!
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Writing Connections
Critique Connections
Online
v

Writing Connections Disclaimer: KITE TALES accepts members’ ads for writing and illustrating
businesses and activities. An ad in Kite Tales does not imply
endorsement by SCBWI, and members are reminded to request additional information from
advertisers. We retain the right to refuse and to suspend ads.

Longing for a critique group? Why not join
Critique Connections Online to find a buddy
or two? It’s easy, and open to SCBWI members
who reside in the Tri-Regions of Southern
California. Critique Connections Online is
not an online critique group or a manuscript
exchange; it is a way to link up with likeminded people to allow you the possibility of
creating your own critique group. Best of all,
it’s free!
You will find an ever-changing list at Critique
Connections Online. To access the contact
information or start your own group, join by
e-mailing your request to critiqueconnect@
yahoo.com. Questions can be addressed to the
same e-mail.
Once you’ve joined the Yahoo! Group, you will
be asked to provide information about yourself
for a database and for an introductory e-mail.
Others in the group can then connect directly
with you and you with them.
Sheryl Scarborough, Critique
Connections Online Coordinator

www.secondsetofeyes.com

Kite Tales
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Illustrator’s day

Winners of the 2011 Illustrator’s Scholarship Contest
(From Left to
Right): SCBWI-L.A.
Annual Conference
Scholarship
Illustration Contest
Grand PrizeWinner
John Krause, 2nd
PlaceWinner Tanya
Maiboroda, 3rd
PlaceWinner Louisa
McHugh, Professional’s Choice PortfolioWinner Jason Pruett, Professional’s Choice
and People’s Choice PortfolioWinner Jennifer Gray Olson, and Promo Postcard Contest
Winner Lauren Gallegos
Contest entrants were asked to create an original illustrated cover based on
the “mashed-up” title: The Phantom Tollbooth of the Opera
The Grand Prize winner receives FREE tuition and portfolio critique for the
2012 SCBWI Summer Conference in Los Angeles
or the 2013 SCBWI Winter Conference in New
York City.

Grand Prize - John Krause
2nd place - Tanya Maiboroda
3rd place - Louisa McHugh

se

Kite Tales

Along with
illustrators
Wilson Swain
and Karyn Raz,
illustrator Ken
Min (pictured)
coordinated the
event.
In a photo
tour, Andrea
Welch, editor
at Beach
Lane Books,
gives the
audience an
inside look at
her working
space – including the view of the
ocean from her office window!
In a a lively
presentation,
826LA gave
a demo of the
collaborative

Grand Prize – John Kr
au

Lauren Gallegos won the Illustrator’s
Day 2011 Promo Postcard Contest:
250 postcards with the winning
image to mail to publishers.

Photos by Rita Crayon Huang

Charlesbridge art director Susan Sherman
and Houghton Mifflin Harcourt art director
(and illustrator) Scott Magoon conduct the
“First Impressions” panel, critiquing audience
members’ submitted images live.
16

storytelling
process they
utilize in
their creative
writing workshops for children. 826la.
org is actively seeking volunteers.
Illustrator
Giselle Potter
autographs
one of her
books for
Illustrator’s
Day Co-coordinatorWilson Swain.
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Helping Your Local
Independent Bookstores
by Dan Santat

A

A big sore topic in publishing
these days is the talk of the rise
of eBooks, online bookstores,
and the possible death of indie
booksellers. When people
purchase books online, Amazon.
com is generally the first
place the majority of folks go.
The convenience of buying
merchandise online, coupled
with their low prices, infinite
selection, and the globalization
of their consumer base are a
huge detriment to independent
bookstores across the country
who sell mainly at the local level.

With the power of the internet,
you can promote your book to
anyone in the world. The tough
part of all this is to convince
potential book buyers to buy your
book at full price rather than at a
discount from an online retailer.
What you need is an incentive
that makes buying a book from
you worthwhile. Think of it as
the Bonus Section on a Special
Edition DVD of your favorite
movie. For my graphic novel,
Sidekicks, I offered three things.
Every person who bought a
Cover of Sidekicks, written and illustrated
copy of my book directly through
by Dan Santat.
my website got a signed copy of
Now, while it is only a matter of
my
book
that
came
with a little drawing inside. They
time (in my opinion) before online consumerism
also got a T-shirt iron-on along with a limited edition
becomes the predominant method for commerce,
art print and a 275-page PDF document showing the
I feel independent bookstores need (and deserve)
behind-the-scenes making of the book. So while you
your help more than ever. Local businesses are good
can buy my graphic novel for up to 40% cheaper online,
for the economy and “indies” offer a knowledge and
you won’t get the full experience that you would if you
quality that you won’t find online. As an author, I also
decided to buy the book directly through me.
know the importance of building relationships with
independent bookstores from a business perspective.
The business aspect of this is simple. Set up a
At a local level, your independent bookstore is the best
promotional page on your website describing the book,
supporter of your book, and building a long-lasting
and share samples of all the extra bonus material you
relationship will help get more exposure for all your
will give them. Link that page to a Paypal account
future titles. When my graphic novel was released
where the consumer will pay you to be part of the
earlier this year, I offered a pre-order program,
special offer. I only charged the price of the book with
which was used to bring income directly to my local
the cost of shipping and the cost of manufacturing the
independent bookstore, which was the start of a
additional content. Once you get your online orders,
symbiotic relationship. The store promotes my books at
a local level and I bring them additional income from a
(continued next page)
global consumer base.
Kite Tales
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illustrator’s Perspective

book festivals, and at all their book fair programs. Just
imagine if other local authors combined their efforts
to that same store. Imagine if we all offered incentives
and bought locally using our global online fan base.
Imagine if Neil Gaiman offered a similar program and
bought all his books at his local independent bookstore?
I plan on continuing this pre-order program with all my
future titles and as the years go on I hope to refine it
and discover new ways to make it better. I encourage all
of you, whether you are a first time author or a NewYork
Times Best Seller to try this program in your town and
help your local independent bookstore. Whether or not
independent bookstores will face an inevitable death in
the future, they depend on us for help and you depend
on them to get the word out on your title. I think you
will see that by helping them everyone benefits. It just
starts with a single good faith gesture.

Whether or not independent
bookstores will face an inevitable
death in the future, they depend on
us for help and you depend on them
to get the word out on your title...by
helping them everyone benefits.
you can then place your orders directly to your local
bookstore with a simple phone call or through their
online store. Most local businesses have online stores
and sometimes they will even offer you a discount if
you are an author or you order in bulk. When it’s time
to ship the books you can print the shipping labels from
all the names you collected through your Paypal orders
and then mail them off at the post office.

Dan Santat works as a children’s book
writer and commercial illustrator and
is the creator of Disney’s animated hit,
The Replacements. Dan graduated
with honors from the Art Center, College
of Design, and he lives in Southern
California with his wife, two kids, a rabbit,
a bird, and one cat. www.dantat.com

My pre-order program helped a fair amount for my
local independent store. They said they sold eight times
more than what they would have normally sold in the
store and I was able to help give them a little bit more
comfort in what is currently a rough economy. Now,
the store promotes my books in their store, at local

Toot Your Horn in Kite Tales!

To place an ad in Kite Tales:

For the benefit of booksellers and librarians, Kite
Tales, twice per year, lists new books written or
illustrated by members. Send us: Title by author,
illustrator, Ages ? and up, Genre and publisher,
Author or book website. Is author SCBWI member? Is illustrator SCBWI member?

bonnieferron@earthlink.net

Contact Bonnie Ferron at

Ads must be submitted in .pdf or .jpg format
300 dpi preferred, black & white or color OK
Link to your website at no extra charge

Sorry, no self-published, print-on-demand or
subsidy/vanity press books.
E-mail to: bonnieferron@earthlink.net
or mail to Kite Tales c/o SCBWI,
P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA 92308

Ad costs are for one calendar year
(4 issues) as follows:
Business card size: 3.5”w x 2”h = $30
1/4 page: 3.5”w x 3.75”h = $60
1/2 page: 7”w x 3.75”h = $90
Full page: 7”w x 8”h = $120

Next Deadline: January 15, 2012

Make checks payable to: SCBWI-L.A.
Mail to: Kite Tales c/o SCBWI, P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA 91308

Kite Tales
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Announcing The SCBWI L.A. 8th Annual Writer’s
Conference Scholarship Contest for L.A. Members
One winner will receive free tuition (including a manuscript consultation)* to either the 2012 Summer Conference
in Los Angeles or the 2013 Winter Conference in New York City. The winning children’s short story will be featured in
Kite Tales. Good luck!

CONTEST RULES

1. You must be a currently registered member of SCBWI-L.A.
2. You may only enter the contest once.
3. Your story can be 200 words maximum (excluding title) double-spaced on 1 page, inspired by the prompt
picture** included here.
4. Please include the following information in your
submission:
a. SCBWI-L.A. Current Member Name:
b. Address:
c. Contact Numbers:
d. Email:
e. Title of Your Piece:
5. Email your submission to scbwilacontests@gmail.
com with the subject title: SCBWI-LA Scholarship
Contest
6. Attach your submission as a Word Document or
RTF File (rich text format). If you aren’t able to, you
may copy your work into the body of your e-mail.
7. All entries must be e-mailed by midnight (PST),
February 4, 2012. You will receive an autoresponse e-mail when you submit your entry.
8. The judge(s), while highly qualified, shall remain
anonymous.
9. Please be sure to follow these submission
guidelines. Only submissions in compliance with
these rules will be considered.
10. Sorry, no additional information or clarification
will be given out.

*Transportation and lodging are not included. Manuscript
consultation only available at Summer Conference.

Winner will be announced at SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Day,
Saturday, April 21, 2012. (Winner need not be present
to win, but we hope you will be!)

Illustration by John Kr
Conference Scholarshipause, winner of the SCBWI-L.A. Annual
for Illustrators

Questions? Contact: Nutschell Windsor at nutschell@yahoo.com (subject line: SCBWI-L.A. Scholarship)
For more information go to www.scbwisocal.org/events/la_scholarship_contest.html

**Prompt is based on the winning Illustration from the SCBWI L.A. 7th Annual Illustrators Conference Scholarship
Contest: An original illustrated book cover based on the “mashed-up” title: “The Phantom Tollbooth of the Opera.”

contest opportunities

T

Are You Missing Out on Great
Opportunities?
by Edie Pagliasotti

The Los Angeles region and the International Society
of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators offer a
plethora of contests & grants. Listed below are several
opportunities for you to improve your craft in writing
and illustrating. Contests and grants are offered on an
annual basis – so there’s no good reason for you not to
participate!

and poetry (10 poems on a single theme in proper
manuscript form, double spaced and in 12-point type).
Winner receives free tuition to the L.A.
Working Writer’s Retreat. Judge’s comments on
the winner’s entry will be featured in Kite Tales.
Illustrator’s Day Contests
Portfolio Display & Contest
Bring portfolio and promotional materials to include
in portfolio display. Prizes will be awarded in two
categories: People’s Choice Award and Professional
Choice Award.
Professional Choice Award Winner receives
free tuition to the next Illustrator’s Day.

A couple of important tips:
Tip 1: Keep your email address current.
Tip 2: Keep your SCBWI profile up-to-date.
LOS ANGELES REGION CONTESTS & GRANTS:
Writer’s Day Contests
Deadline: March 3
Submission of one unpublished manuscript (fiction or
nonfiction) in one of these categories:
picture book (entire manuscript-text only), middle
grade (limited to a maximum of 10 double-spaced
pages), young adult (limited to a maximum of 10
double-spaced pages), and poetry (10 poems in proper
manuscript form, double spaced and in 12-point type).

Promotional Postcard Contest
Deadline for entries: October 1
Winner will be awarded his/her printed
postcards (250) at Illustrator’s Day.
Annual Scholarship for Writers and Illustrators
Deadline for illustrators: October 1
Deadline for writers:
February 4

Winner receives free tuition to the next
Writer’s Day.

Winners receive free tuition to the Summer or
Winter SCBWI International Conference in Los
Angeles or New York. PLUS…

Sue Alexander Grant for the Working Writer’s
Retreat
Deadline: May 31
Submission of one unpublished manuscript (fiction or
nonfiction) in one of these categories: picture book
(entire manuscript-text only), middle grade (limited to
a maximum of 10 double-spaced pages), young adult
(limited to a maximum of 10 double-spaced pages),

Winning illustrator receives free portfolio
review.
Winning writer receives free manuscript
consultation.
(continued next page)
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Winning illustration and story will be featured
in Kite Tales.

categories: General Work-In-Progress grant, Grant
for a Contemporary Novel for Young People,
Grant for Nonfiction Research, Grant for Work
by an Unpublished Author, Grant for Work from a
Multicultural/Minority Perspective.

Sue Alexander Service and Encouragement
Award
Deadline: March 13
Nominations received from Los Angeles members
of a member who has given exceptional service and
encouragement or made a significant contribution to
children’s books.

Don Freeman Memorial Grant-In-Aid &
Barbara Karlin Grant
Application deadlines: March 15
The Don Freeman Grant is for unpublished picture
book illustrators.
The Barbara Karlin Grant is for unpublished picture
book writers.

Winner is announced at Writer’s Day and
receives a beautiful trophy.
Winner will be featured in Kite Tales.
SCBWI INTERNATIONAL
AWARDS & GRANTS:
Amber Brown Grant
Application deadline: January 15
This grant is offered to a school with
a desire to enrich their curriculum
with a guest author or illustrator.
Each year, one school is awarded with
an all-expense paid, full day visit by
a well-respected children’s author or
illustrator.

Deadlines are subject
to change. Please check
current information
on contests and
grants including other
opportunities in the
Tri-Regions of Southern
California at
www.scbwisocal.org and
www.scbwi.org.

Crystal Kite Awards
Deadline to submit titles online: January 31
The Crystal Kite Member Choice Awards are given
annually for best book, as chosen by the members of
each of the SCBWI Regional Divisions.

Martha Weston Grant
Letters must be postmarked before:

June 15
A special grant for an SCBWI writer or illustrator
member who has previously been published in a book
format and would like to work in a different genre of
children’s literature other than that in which they have
previously been published.

Amazon Work-in-Progress Grants
Application deadline: March 15
The SCBWI Work-In-Progress Grants are designed to
assist children’s book writers in the completion of a
specific project and are made possible by a generous
grant from Amazon.com.

Book Launch
Application deadline: July 1
The SCBWI Book Launch Award provides two grants
of $2,000 each to an author or illustrator for use in
marketing a new book scheduled for release from a
PAL publisher.

Grants for first place ($2,000) and runner up
($500) are awarded in each one of the following
Kite Tales

SIS – Student Illustrator
Scholarship
Application deadlines: May 1
(Summer Conference) and November
1 (Winter Conference)
Student Illustrator Scholarships (SIS)
are awarded to four applicants each
year. The award provides funds to
attend either the SCBWI International
Summer Conference or Winter
Conference.

(continued next page)
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Sue Alexander Award and Portfolio Award
Deadline is in conjunction with manuscript critiques
and portfolio review at the International SCBWI
Summer Conference.
Awarded to the most promising manuscript and
illustration reviewed during the Los Angeles
Conference. Recipients receive an all-expense paid trip
to New York to meet with editors and art directors.

Tribute to
Mary Ann Dames

I

March 11, 1947 – October 14, 2011

It was late 1982, or early 1983, and the extension class
at CSUN was on writing for children. The instructor
said that if we were serious about the subject, we
should join SCBWI. I don’t remember what I wrote
in that class but I do remember a story written by a
bubbly blonde named Mary Ann whose energy and
enthusiasm outdid us all.

Magazine Merit Award
Application Deadline: December 15 of the year of
publication
These awards are for outstanding authors or illustrators
of original magazine work for young people in four
categories: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and illustration.

When the course ended, Mary Ann and I exchanged
phone numbers (no email yet), started our own critique
group and, of course, joined SCBWI. Judy Presnall,
Sandra Martin, and Julie Williams joined our
group, which met regularly for over ten years. One
Christmas Eve a couple of years later, Mary Ann
and I received acceptance letters from Highlights for
Children. We made our first sales on the same day.
Boy, were we excited.

The Golden Kite Award and The Sid Fleischman
Humor Award
Application deadline: December 17
Golden Kite statuettes and Honor
Book plaques are awarded to SCBWI
members for outstanding work in
fiction, nonfiction, picture book text,
and picture book illustration. One book
each year is selected for the humor
award.

We each began to get involved with SCBWI as
volunteers for Regional Advisors, Judy Enderle
and Stephanie Gordon. Besides the countless
hours all of us spent folding, stuffing, and
Tomie dePaola Award
stamping flyers and newsletters each year, Mary
Selected from artwork submitted for the
Ann’s other contributions included helping with
New York Showcase at the International
SCBWI Winter Conference. The winner The Golden Kite Award registration at Writer’s Day for many years and
often at Illustrator’s Day, too. She also helped in the
will receive $1,000 for art supplies.
kitchen at those events before we began catering them.
*Note: Deadlines are subject to change. Please
Mary Ann started the successful San Fernando Valley
check current information on contests and grants
Schmooze, hosting it at her home. As coordinator for
including other opportunities in the Tri-Regions
both the schmooze and Critique Connections, Mary
of Southern California at www.scbwisocal.org and
Ann served on the advisory board for SCBWI-L.A.
www.scbwi.org.
For her efforts, Mary Ann was awarded the SASE—the
Sue Alexander Service and Encouragement Award
Nothing is ever too far a reach. Go for it!
that is presented annually to someone demonstrating
outstanding service in our region.
(continued next page)
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A heaping measure of fun was part of everything Mary
Ann did. The Working Writer’s Retreat one year staged
a murder mystery titled, “Who Killed Kitty Lit?” With
her unique flair, Mary Ann portrayed Dottie Filch,
flouncing through the dining hall pilfering silverware
from the tables even as the retreaters ate lunch.
Most recently, Mary Ann was creating recipes that
coordinated with children’s literature. A local author,
Lois Harris, met Mary Ann at the Santa Barbara retreat
and Mary Ann offered to create a recipe for one of Lois’
latest books. Checking Mary Ann’s website just a few
weeks ago, Lois found her recipe. Despite what Mary
Ann was going through, she continued her creative
endeavors.

Mary Ann Dames (right) receives the Sue Alexander
Service and Encouragement Award from Sue Alexander.

When Mary Ann attended the Writer’s Retreat in
2010 and Writer’s Day earlier this year, few people
were aware that she was undergoing treatment for
breast cancer. Mary Ann did not want to be defined
by her illness or have it overshadow other aspects of
her life. She remained positive, upbeat, and optimistic
throughout her illness leaving us on October 14, 2011.

Mary Ann’s career as a dietician began in 1972. She
practiced mostly in hospital settings but her desire to
write and her interest in healthy diets led Mary Ann
to create hundreds of original recipes, many of which
were published in her column in Boys’ Life Magazine.
Besides Boys’ Life and Highlights for Children, Mary Ann
was also published in Ladybug, Faces, Totally Fox Kids
Magazine, and The Los Angeles Times.

Those of us who knew Mary Ann, loved her and miss
her. She will be remembered for her enthusiasm
and generosity, her friendship and her laughter, her
willingness to be of service, her creative energy, and
the ever-present smile that reflected the joy that
accompanied her during her journey.

When Julie Williams started her poetry workshop,
the rest of us in the critique group, and many others,
became Cottage Poets, so-named for the endearing
backyard cottage in which the workshop was eventually
held. Those workshops opened us to new avenues of
expression and a deeper connection with one another.
Later, Mary Ann also attended Stephanie Gordon’s
picture book workshop and critique group widening
her circle of friends. One of Mary Ann’s manuscripts,
Old MacDonald Had a Fishbowl, was the winning entry
one year in the picture book category of the Writer’s
Day contest. Another year, Whale Poop Sniffing Dogs
received an honorable mention.

Kite Tales

Marilyn Morton
Co-Regional Advisor, Emeritus

In Memoriam:
Long-time Westside Writers Schmoozer
Tisha Bedrosian passed away on July 19,
2011. She was always so encouraging and
supportive. She will be missed.
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Interview with Maya Soetoro-Ng
by Megan Frances Abrahams

L

us about some of the other influences
from art and literature that contributed
to your writing this book? Are you
a magical realism aficionado? What
favorite childhood books/authors/
poets have continued to resonate with
you as an adult and a mother?

Last Spring, I was thrilled to have
the opportunity to interview Maya
Soetoro-Ng, President Obama’s sister,
on the launch of her debut picture
book, Ladder to the Moon, (illustrated by
Yuyi Morales, Candlewick Press).

Ann Dunham, mother of Maya
Yes, magic realism is definitely my
Soetoro-Ng and President Obama,
preferred genre. When I was a child,
died almost ten years before Maya’s
Mom took me to a lot of places with
daughter Suhalia was born. In Ladder to
rich history and art, places where
the Moon, Maya found an imaginative
Ladder to the Moon by Maya
people
believed in magic and where
way to unite Suhaila with her Grandma Soetoro-Ng
one could see poverty and suffering
Annie, sending them off together on a
transformed into something kinder through poetry,
magical dreamlike journey of love and healing.
music, and art. In Jogyakarta, we watched the interplay
of shadow and substance during all-night shadow
This lyrical story brings together imagery and
puppet theater or wayang. On Gedung Songo in E.
influences from Maya’s own childhood. Maya was born
Java, we heard villagers play ethereal music to bring
in Indonesia and moved with her family to Hawaii as a
back the sun during a total eclipse. We listened to
child. When she was a young girl, Maya’s mother gave
chants while wading in the Indus River along the
her a postcard of the 1958 Georgia O’Keeffe painting,
Karakoram. As a teenager, then, it was natural that I
Ladder to the Moon. Maya kept the postcard, and the
fall in love with Isabelle Allende, Jorge Luis Borges,
image of the golden ladder climbing to the moon stayed
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and Toni Morrison; I adore
with her.
them still. I love how densely populated their worlds
are. I love the power of their language to create
I had the pleasure of speaking with Maya in October to
wonder. I also really enjoyed the mystery and lyricism
find out what she has been working on since the launch
of parts of Mahfouz’s The Cairo Trilogy and river stories
of Ladder to the Moon. Here’s the original interview
like VS Naipaul’s A Bend in the River and Ursula Hegi’s
which first appeared last April on my blog, On Beyond
Stones from a River.
Words & Pictures - along with highlights of our more
recent conversation:
Q: Beautifully realized in the illustrations by Yuyi
Morales, Ladder to the Moon is an elegant dreamlike text.
Q: Your picture book, Ladder to the Moon, combines
Your imagery is poetic. I understand your mother told
magical realism with other themes such as hope, a love
you stories beneath the moon. Can you discuss the
that transcends generations, and the idea of reaching
evolution of using the moon as a metaphor to describe
out to comfort and empower others. Besides the
O’Keeffe painting your mother gave you, can you tell
(continued next page)
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Grandma Annie? I found it lovely that
you described the moon - and thereby
Grandma Annie - as, “Full, soft, and
curious.” Can you elaborate a little on
the connotations of those words?

between our intellectual, spiritual,
physical, and emotional selves.
Knowledge is not simply information
after all; it is the wisdom of our
elders, it is emotional intelligence in
communication, it is problem-solving
during times of great challenge. When
Suhaila reaches down and lifts up and
works to help others in service, she
has finally understood her own power
to impact the world, and this is the
best sort of knowledge.

Yes, I think I have always associated
the moon with our mother. She would
wake me in the middle of the night
to gaze at it from rooftops in Jakarta,
lanais in Honolulu, fire escapes in
New York, and Himalayan peaks too.
I would tease her and call her a “lunaAuthor Maya Soetoro-Ng
tic” for waking me up in the middle of
Q: You and your brother have both
the night, but it was no secret to her that
published picture books recently,
I loved those times. The moon conjures her physical
in which the essence stems from a message to
presence but also her spiritual presence. Moonlight is
your daughters. Do you think this is more than a
soft but strong. The moon governs the tides and I think
coincidence? If so, can you expand on this notion a
of the rhythm of waves as one of the most soothing
little?
things on earth. When deciding on the place where she
wanted her ashes to be scattered, she chose the ocean
I think that our daughters are our greatest inspiration
so that the tides would carry her to everyone and every
right now. I know that our daughters make us
place that she loved. I think of her like the moonlight,
simultaneously soft and strong; they make us tender
filling up a space with her voice and heart; this was
but brave. Pretty much everything we do is for them,
her fullness. She was soft with the ones she loved but
even if they’ll feel the impact indirectly. Our daughters
unyielding in her convictions. And her greatest gift to
remind us that the world is precious and that what we
us was curiosity. Together we would look under rocks
do, say, and work towards all matter.
and use a telescope to gaze up at the sky. She gave us
science, philosophy, and travel and in doing so made our
Q: Your mother, Ann Dunham, was clearly a profound
worlds big and wide and deep.
influence on your sensibilities and your worldview. Did
she encourage you and Barack to write when you were
Q: After each phase of Suhaila’s journey with her
growing up?
grandmother, there is a recurring refrain, “Suhaila...
knew more than she had known before.” Part of the
She encouraged us to read. And she valued literature
point of this story is the idea of gaining knowledge. Can
and poetry a great deal. She taught us that stories
you briefly address this idea?
are valuable and can be used for pragmatic as well
as aesthetic purposes. She was a pretty good writer
One of the central messages of Ladder to the Moon is that
herself, being quite detail-oriented. She often chuckled
knowledge can be accessed in many ways: sight, sound,
with delight when reading a good mystery and sighed
taste, feeling, texture, etc. In teaching our children,
with pleasure when reading a beautiful book of poetry.
I would like us to break down perceived boundaries
(continued next page)
between people, religions, and cultures but also
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The Back Story –
Interviewing the
President’s Sister

…Author’s Perspective
(continued from previous page)

She loved the world and human creations, and she
definitely wasn’t ready to leave the world at so young
an age, but she had enough time here to teach us how
to love the world as much as she did.
Q: Are you writing something new? If so, can you give
us a sneak preview?

I

by Megan Frances Abrahams

I hesitated before starting my blog, On BeyondWords
& Pictures, two years ago. For it to be worthwhile, I
wanted to find a unique angle to distinguish it from the
other kid lit blogs already out there. One thing in my
favor was my journalism background. I hoped my two
journalism degrees, and my experience as a freelance
writer and former newspaper editor, would lend
credibility and professionalism to my blog.

The book I have a contract for is a YA novel called
YellowWood. It’s about girl who discovers on her 16th
birthday that she’s a healer. She also has a love interest,
based on the Bhagavad Gita - a young man destined to
be a soldier, who questions the purpose of his duty. I
wanted to create a powerful young heroine, coming of
age, struggling to discover her own power. I’ve written
half of it.

Since I started blogging, I’ve interviewed several
children’s book editors, as well as award-winning
illustrators and authors - and young readers too. But
the highlight was last April, when I had the opportunity
to interview Maya Soetoro-Ng, President Obama’s
sister, on the launch of her debut picture book, Ladder
to the Moon.

Q: I also read you were named after the American
poet, Maya Angelou. How did your mother come to
choose that name?

I first found out about the book through my volunteer
shift at KCRW, the local NPR station. One day, I was
sorting through some book submissions, and came
across a pitch letter from the publicity department
of Candlewick Press announcing Maya Soetoro-Ng’s
upcoming picture book.

Mom was reading Maya Angelou’s novel I KnowWhy the
Caged Bird Sings, when I was born. She liked the name,
and she also liked that it’s Sanskrit, and an Indonesian
name as well.
Q: What does Maya mean in Sanskrit?

I reviewed the press-packet and watched the enclosed
DVD that featured a segment with Maya SoetoroNg reminiscing about her childhood. I was moved
when she talked about memories of her mother,
Ann Dunham, who died of ovarian cancer before the
birth of Maya’s first daughter Suhaila. Inspired by
her daughter, Ladder to the Moon was Maya’s way of
connecting Suhaila with the grandmother she never

It means illusion. There is a saying, “All the world is
maya” - meaning illusive and inescapable, making us
forget at times, what is most real.
Many thanks again, Maya, for taking the time to speak
with me, and for sharing the fascinating background
behind Ladder to the Moon. I look forward to reading
YellowWood!

(continued next page)
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Show, and print and broadcast media nationwide. She
was also interviewed on my blog.

knew. This resonated with me because my mother, also
a writer, died before my son was born. I’ve always been
haunted by how sad it was they missed having each
other in their lives.

When Maya came to Los Angeles as part of her book
tour soon after, I’d hoped to attend her reading at the
Central Library. I was disappointed when I didn’t make
it, but it was a pleasure getting to interview her, and
especially gratifying to make a personal connection
with her in the process.

I contacted Candlewick, but figured it was unlikely
Maya would have the time for a blog interview when
she was embarking on a nationwide media tour. Two
months before the launch of Ladder to the Moon, I
followed-up with the publicist at Candlewick, and was
delighted when she invited me to send my questions.

I splashed the interview on Twitter, Facebook, and the
SCBWI listserv, and got an unprecedented spike in
readership. My blog gained a few more followers, along
with some added credibility for what I’m trying to
achieve.

I previewed the book on Net Galley, did some research,
and drafted my questions. I’d deliberated about
including a more personal message to Maya, but in the
end, I just sent my questions, along with a brief note
thanking her for her time. The morning after I sent the
e-mail, I wished I’d added my personal note. I asked
Candlewick to forward her a revised e-mail with this
addition:

I’m still seeking new ways to make my blog relevant
and meaningful to my readers, and attract more
followers. Other more recent features on my blog – a
guest post by YA author Joanna Philbin, daughter of
television personality Regis Philbin, on the motivation
behind her writing, to coincide with the launch of The
Daughters Join the Party, the fourth book in her series,
The Daughters. Also on the calendar, a guest interview
with children’s author Mary Pope Osborne, and much
more. www.onbeyondwords.blogspot.com

I wanted to let you know I was particularly moved by
Ladder to the Moon because my mother died of breast
cancer five years before my son was born. I’ve always made a
point of telling him stories about his beautiful and brilliant
grandmother, the indelible link they share, and how much she
would have loved him. Congratulations on creating a beautiful
way to unite your mother and daughters, and best of luck with
the launch of Ladder to the Moon.

Megan Frances
Abrahams is a
Los Angeles-based
writer and artist,
and contributing
art critic for
WhiteHot
Magazine of
Contemporary
Art. She is
currently writing
a YA novel.

A few days later, Maya responded to me directly. In
addition to answering my questions in depth, she added
this touching personal note:
Aloha Megan,
Thank you so much for your warm email and for sharing
some of your own story. I hope that you share more about your
mother one of these days. I would love to learn more about her.
On April 12th, the day Ladder to the Moon was launched,
Maya Soetoro-Ng was interviewed on NBC’s The Today
Kite Tales
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Demystifying Giclée Prints
by Mary Peterson

W

Whether they work traditionally or digitally,
many artists want to sell limited editions of their work.
Image quality, color saturation, fidelity to the original,
and archival nature of the prints have made Giclée the
contemporary standard for reproducing artist prints.
That does not mean there is universal agreement about
the word itself. Mostly because the term is broad—
think Scotch Tape or Kleenex—and the quality of
the product can vary widely. Buyers and sellers alike
scratch their heads. By answering the most commonly
asked questions, I hope to demystify the mysterious
Giclée print.

professional quality scan. Each has a slightly different
market, process, and price structure.You’ll be able to
find all this information on their websites making shopand-compare very easy.

Gi-who?

I have an inkjet printer at home, can I make my
own Giclée prints?

How much should I charge for my print?
Rule of thumb is—at least twice what you paid for
the print. Add up all costs, including set up, proofing,
scanning, and printing. Divide the total cost by the
number of prints and add what you want to make as
profit.

gi·clée noun /ZHēˈklā/ giclées, plural

Yes you can! If you have the right equipment and
materials.

A technology for fine art or photograph reproduction
using a high-quality inkjet printer to make individual
copies.

Although there are no legal criteria for what can or
cannot be labeled “Giclée,” there are standards that
graphic art professionals, art publishers, museums, and
galleries have agreed upon:

How do I go about selecting a company to
print a Giclée edition?
There are loads of companies, both on the internet and
bricks-and-mortar, that produce Giclée prints. I suggest
you pick a bricks-and-mortar shop. There are numerous
fine art reproduction houses and photo labs in Southern
California with the skilled staff to answer your
questions and produce prints of the highest quality.

Printer/Ink: A professional printer capable of a
resolution of 2880 x 1440 dpi that uses an 8-color or
better archival inking system such as Ultra Chrome K-3
from Epson.
Paper: Museum quality paper—typically weighing
between 120-310 (or higher) gsm. These weights are on
the box your paper comes in. 100% cotton, acid free
papers perform best.

Ask about their proofing policy. For a reasonable fee,
they will print a proof and make color corrections
as needed, even archive your files so you can print
on demand. If necessary, they can also provide a

(continued next page)
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How about canvas and
glossy inkjet fine art
papers, are they Gicléeworthy?
Yes, Epson and Hahnemuhle
both make archival matte
canvas.
No, gloss papers are made for non-archival use.

traditional work.

Giclée print prices are all over the road. What’s
up with that?
There are many factors that affect price for both
printing and purchasing Giclée prints.
• Well known artists will command higher prices.
• Pieces in a closed edition will cost more than pieces
in an open edition.
[closed edition: a finite number of prints are made,
then the file is destroyed/deleted.]
[open edition: no limit to the number of prints
generated from a file. New prints will be made as long
as the image sells.]
• Size of the print.
• Materials used. Not everyone is aware of the industry
standards, especially artists who print their own,
so there are prints being sold as Giclée that are not
archival. Also, be aware that not all “fine art” paper is
archival. Inks that are not Ultra-Chrome or better are
not archival.

Mary Peterson is a picture book illustrator and graphic
designer. Her most recent book is Piggies In The Pumpkin
Patch which she co-authored and illustrated.
www.marypeterson.com    

Got a New Book Coming Out?
Tell your publisher’s publicity person which
state awards it’s eligible for. Go to the Central
Los Angeles Public Library downtown, to the
Children’s Literature department. Ask the librarian
to help you pull up “Awards & Prizes from the
Children’s Book Council.” The Library will
maintain the subscription only if it’s used. It’s the
only resource of its kind! To look up each State
award individually, you would have to know the
name of the award or sponsoring agency.

I’ve got all that working for me but my print
still looks terrible!
GIGO (Garbage In, Garbage Out). Nothing can help
a bad scan or photo of your artwork. An unbelievable
amount of knowledge and expertise goes into making
a good scan—starting with professional scanning
equipment. The scanners most of us have are not
capable of collecting the range of color required
to accurately reproduce a work of art. In addition,
the knowledge of color matching software, color
Kite Tales

profiles, color correction,
and advanced Photoshop
skills take years to learn.
On a brighter note, an
artwork whose original is
digitally created has far fewer
reproduction problems than
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Q&A with Leonard Marcus

by Rilla Jaggia

specialist, with whom I had private
sessions once a week, encouraged
me to write short rhyming poems
to read out loud to her at each of
our meetings. Because I had written
those poems, I had no trouble reading
them. From this experience, I not
only gained in confidence and skill as
a reader, but I also came to feel that
writing was an essential part of my
life. I began to read poetry too, and
to pursue my fascination with history
through the biographies I found at the
library.

Leonard S. Marcus is a leading
authority on the history of children’s
literature. Though he might be best
known for his engaging portrayal
of editor Ursula Nordstrom in Dear
Genius:The Letters Of Ursula Nordstrom,
Marcus has interviewed innumerable
children’s authors and illustrators
throughout his illustrious career.
His highly acclaimed books about
children’s literature and the authors
and artists who create them include:
Minders of Make-Believe; MargaretWise
Brown: Awakened by the Moon; A Caldecott
Celebration; Funny Business: Conversations withWriters
of Comedy; and TheWand in theWord: ConversationsWith
Writers of Fantasy. He also reviews books for publications
such as Parenting and The NewYork Times Book Review,
has been a judge on awards committees, a curator of
exhibitions, a consultant to museums, and he gives talks
around the world most especially at the SCBWI Annual
Conferences.

Q: What aspects of the history of children’s literature
first enticed you to dive in?
As an undergraduate at Yale, I was interested in
American history, and in the question of how new
nations are formed. I thought that if I could find any
American children’s books from the years following
the American Revolution, I might get an intimate
glimpse of how the ideas and values over which the
revolution had been fought were passed down to the
next generation. It turned out that there were lots of
children’s books from that period and I realized then
that every generation records its hopes and dreams for
the future in the children’s books it leaves behind.

We are privileged to have him here at Kite Tales as
he touches on his own history, discusses his latest
publication: The Annotated Phantom Tollbooth by Norton
Juster, illustrated by Jules Feiffer, annotations by
Leonard S. Marcus (Random House 2011), and gives us
a peep into his future.

A few years later, I was living in New York and looking
for a big writing project with which to launch my
career. In a Greenwich Village bookstore, I came across
a picture book I had never heard of called Goodnight
Moon. Judging from the biographical note on the
flap, I thought the author sounded as interesting as I
thought the book itself was, which struck me as real
poetry for the youngest imaginable audience. I decided
to investigate the possibility of writing a biography
of Margaret Wise Brown. When I saw that little had
been written about her and that the people who’d

Q: How would you describe your childhood? What did
you enjoy reading?
I was the youngest of three children, grew up in a
suburb of New York City called Mt. Vernon, NY,
and attended the public schools there. Most of my
teachers were old-fashioned disciplinarians but a few
encouraged my interest in writing, which started for
me when I was in the second grade.
My love of writing began in an unusual way in that
I was a “remedial” reader with a big vocabulary and
otherwise highly developed verbal skills. A reading
Kite Tales
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known her all seemed to consider her an extraordinary
person, I committed myself to writing the book. It
took ten years, but by the time I was done, I had met
and interviewed many of the great people in the field:
Garth Williams, Ursula Nordstrom, Clement Hurd,
and several others.
Q: You have said: “A biographer’s work is an incredibly
chancy as well as absorbing, mystery-laden business….”
(“In Search of Margaret Wise Brown,” by Leonard S.
Marcus published at www.leonardweisgard.com) Is
there someone in particular whose life sparked this
passion for writing biographies?
No, but both my parents were first-generation
Americans, and they rarely spoke about their family
histories, so I think that my interest in history
developed in part to fill that void. In a more general
way, one of my mother’s older brothers, my Uncle
Jack, was a great inspiration to me. He was an engineer
who built bridges, roads, and buildings all around the
world, worked with NASA and Frank Lloyd Wright,
and (according to family legend) even hung out with
Einstein. He took me under his wing when I was young
and I would say that what I learned from him is that
it’s possible to do really ambitious things and to see the
whole world as your home.

Leonard with Norton Juster (left) and Jules Feiffer (right)
on the steps of 153 State Street--the Brooklyn Heights
row house where The Phantom Tollbooth was created.
Sometimes one book leads to another. When I was
researching my biography of Margaret Wise Brown, I
went to Harper to read Brown’s correspondence with
her editor there, Ursula Nordstrom. Nordstrom’s
letters were so funny, pert, and dramatic that I began
almost immediately to think about editing a book of
her letters to her authors and illustrators. Books of
letters are another of my favorite genres as a reader,
and I already knew the book of (adult editor) Maxwell
Perkins’ letters when the light first flashed on about
Dear Genius. Other times, a publisher has come to me
with an idea. Random House asked me if I would want
to write a book about Golden Books. It didn’t take me
long to say yes, in part because I had had lots of Golden
Books at home when I was a struggling young reader,
and also because Margaret Wise Brown and several of
her collaborator friends had created Golden Books, so
my foot was already in that door.

Q: In your relentless pursuit of information, no
fascinating tidbit in the history and creation of
children’s books seems safe from your divining. What is
your process? How do you go about choosing the next
topic for a book? Where do you start your research?
It depends. Research takes many forms. By now I have
interviewed so many historically important figures in
the field that my knowledge of them carries over into
projects I wasn’t even thinking about when I met them.
I have read widely in the archives at libraries all around
the U.S., usually with a specific project in mind, and
occasionally just for the sake of seeing what might turn
up. For me, some of the most exciting finds aren’t
facts but connections: recognizing for example that
Clement Hurd’s depiction of the Great Green Room
of Goodnight Moon might well have been inspired by
Matisse’s great painting “The Red Studio,” which he
would have known from the Museum of Modern Art.
Kite Tales

Q: Which parts of the process give you the greatest
pleasure?
Of course, the last part is pleasurable: the part when all
the individual stories and all the overarching structural
and interpretive elements are in place, and the words
(continued next page)
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are also finally falling into place. That part must feel
about the same as reaching the top of a mountain after a
long climb. But I also enjoy doing interviews, especially
when I am able to get someone to go beyond their
“prepared” answers and surprise even themselves. I’m
always happy when someone says to me in an interview,
“I never thought about that before.” And I have found
some amazing long-lost original source material, for
instance Margaret Wise Brown’s Bank Street student
records, which capture, almost to the moment, the
beginnings of her work as a writer for children, and the
observations of her mentor as Brown started out a bit
precious and self-absorbed and then quickly emerged as
an artist of extraordinary insight and talent.

as an architect and it turns out that he hid many of
his most passionately held ideas about dystopic and
well-balanced urban life in his hilarious depictions of
Dictionopolis and Digitopolis. Jules Feiffer is one of
the great satirical illustrators of our time, and I think
there are several “bull’s eye” visuals in which I’ve paired
specific Phantom Tollbooth illustrations by him with
images by artists he admired and learned from: James
Thurber, James Gillray, Edward Ardizzone, Winsor
McCay, Will Eisner, and more! An annotated edition
should be fun to read and it should also put the original
book in a whole new light. I hope I’ve managed to do
both these things. I know I really enjoyed writing it.
Q: Your intriguing annotations extend across a wide
variety of topics—such as influences in the lives of
the author and illustrator, studies and subjects for the
illustrations, historical notes, word origins, your own
insights—and bring into evidence the vastness of the
data you collected on this subject. How did you go
about choosing what to annotate?

Q: Which of your books did you enjoy researching and
writing the most?
That would be hard to say. I get totally immersed in
every book. I find that I have to love what I’m doing to
do it at all.
Editing Ursula Nordstrom’s letters, which meant
reading more than 100,000 letters in order to get
to a book of about 300 letters, was an incredible
education. It made me very happy to get so absorbed in
Nordstrom’s funny, irreverent, visionary way of seeing
books and life, and there were many days when I think I
was the only person at Harper who was laughing.

I followed my instincts. And again, while there certainly
is a great deal of “information” in the book, what
really interests me are all the connections that render
that information meaningful and even dramatic: the
link I found, for instance, between the mysterious
central chapter of The Phantom Tollbooth about Chroma,
the conductor of an orchestra of colors rather than
sounds, and Norton Juster’s own childhood tendency
to associate numbers with colors. In the notes, I go
on to show that what Norton did as a child is a typical
example of the phenomenon that neuroscientists call
“synesthesia,” and that a surprising number of great
artists and writers have been synesthetes, including
the composers Scriabin and Wagner and the novelist
Vladimir Nabokov.

But I am always trying to be a better writer, and I think
from that point of view The Annotated Phantom Tollbooth
is my best work so far.
Q: Tell us about your latest book, The Annotated
Phantom Tollbooth. Is this your first annotated book?
What attracted you to this format and why this book?
Yes, it’s my first annotated book but in a way it’s also
a biography by other means. In it, I’ve written a great
deal about the personal and creative lives of Norton
Juster and Jules Feiffer while also taking advantage of
the playful “annotated” format by commenting in the
margins on everything from the history of the letter
“W” to the Western world’s contradictory feelings
about daydreaming. Juster worked for forty years
Kite Tales

Q: Are there any anecdotes you uncovered about this
author/illustrator team that stand out as your favorites?
What came as a complete surprise?
I was surprised to find out that they were neighbors
when they began, very casually, to collaborate on the
book—and that they were living in the neighborhood
(continued next page)
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...historian’s perspective
where I now live, Brooklyn Heights, in
New York City. So, another pleasure of
writing this book was that I got to learn
a lot about my own corner of New York
as it was a half century ago. As I got to
know Norton and Jules I came to see
them as an old-fashioned comedy team,
like Abbott and Costello or Laurel and
Hardy. Although Jules is not exactly a
straightman, Norton is definitely the
outrageously brash member of the pair,
whereas Jules is always a bit more laid
back and owlishly introspective.

the people who knew her best. The idea
of the book is to provide readers with
a great many different impressions of
a writer and woman who had a great
many different sides to her life and
work, and to let everyone come to
their own conclusions. So, this book is
another “biography by other means.”
And even though The Phantom Tollbooth
and AWrinkle in Time don’t appear to
have much in common with each other,
they were published just one year apart
Children’s literature historian
(1961 and 1962), and between them they
Leonard Marcus
helped open the gates to fantasy writing
in American children’s literature. What’s more, they
Q: In SCBWI circles, you are considered a “national
are both books that have changed young people’s lives.
treasure.” What role, if any, has the SCBWI played in
So, for all these reasons The Annotated Phantom Tollbooth
your long and illustrious writing career?
and Listening for Madeleine look, to me at least, like
companion volumes, maybe even maternal twins.
Well, thanks for saying that. SCBWI is a nurturing
community for everyone in the field. I enjoy and take
Q: As far as I know, your only journey into the land
encouragement from being part of it. I would say that
of make-believe as maker instead of chronicler was in
I find SCBWI to be very tribal…in a good way, that
partnership with your wife and a little sock monkey
reminds me a little bit of mother’s very large family!
(Oscar:The Big Adventure of a Little Sock Monkey by
The conferences have the intangible but real benefit
Leonard S. Marcus and Amy Schwartz, illustrations
of being inspirational. Like many members, I’ve made
by Amy Schwartz, Katherine Tegen Books, 2006). Do
new friends and contacts and deepened old friendships
you see yourself venturing into children’s fiction as an
at those gatherings. In LA this July, for instance, I had
author again?
the chance to have my first long talk with David Small
and Sarah Stewart. Wonderful!
I really would love to do that some time. I think of
fiction as living on the other side of a very high wall
Q: Would you be willing to throw us a teaser about
from where I am, even though most of my books are
your newest project(s)?
peppered with stories, all of which I have had to shape
in almost precisely the same way that fiction writers
Next spring, a completely re-imagined and greatly
go about it. (The big difference of course is that I can’t
expanded version of an earlier book of interviews with
make up any of the details.) So, yes, I would like to take
picture book artists will be published by Candlewick.
that leap.
The older version was called Ways of Telling, and had
fourteen interviews. The new edition, called Show
Me A Story, has eleven new interviews plus a section
My heartfelt thanks to Leonard Marcus for taking time
of preliminary art by each illustrator, almost none of
from his extraordinarily busy schedule to answer these
which has ever been seen. It turned out to be a hugely
questions for Kite Tales.
complex project and I’m really glad (a) that it’s done
and (b) that it turned out so well.
Rilla Jaggia is the recipient of a SCBWIWIP award for a
multiculturalYA novel and is currently the editor of Kite
Then in the fall, I am publishing a book called Listening
Tales. She has sold short stories to The Los Angeles Times
for Madeleine: A Portrait of Madeleine L’Engle in ManyVoices.
“Kid’s Reading Room,” and Highlights for Children. www.
It’s based on my recorded conversations with fifty of
rillajaggia.com
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volunteer in the spotlight

Volunteer in the Spotlight
by Sherrie Petersen

G

was already filled to the brim. And Rilla needed me to
create a couple of ads from scratch and find someone to
illustrate the poems in the Penchant for Poetry section.

Good things often happen when you least expect them,
at least that’s usually been my experience. I certainly
didn’t think going to a party would lead me straight to a
volunteer position with Kite Tales, but in this case, it did.
The summer of 2010, I attended the SCBWI annual
summer conference for the second time. The first year
I was so overwhelmed by the people, the knowledge,
the sheer awesomeness of the event, that I couldn’t go
to the Saturday night party. I was already facing major
sensory overload.

To say I was nervous would be an understatement. It
was really important to me to not let Rilla down, but I
didn’t know any illustrators, I had no idea how to make
the interactive hyperlinks work, and I was using a new
software program that I had just downloaded in order
to be compatible with the version Rilla was using. My
heart races just thinking about it again!

This time I was prepared. I didn’t wear a costume, but
I did go to the party, and there I met Kite Tales editor,
Rilla Jaggia. We talked for a bit about writing and the
conference, and I told her that although writing was
my first love, I did graphic design to help pay the bills.
On an impulse, I told her that if she ever needed help
producing Kite Tales, I’d be happy to help.

Fortunately, Rilla is one of the most organized people I
know. By the time I got the files, the stories had already
been proofread by other volunteers and sorted into
folders with corresponding photos. She had a generous
schedule worked out that left plenty of time for me to
be able to fit in the design work around the rest of my
life.

As it turned out, the person who had been doing
the layout for Kite Tales was sick and unable to work
on the newsletter. Rilla was trying to do the editing,
coordinating, and designing all on her own. I was happy
to lend a hand.
Until the files started arriving.

Working on that first issue one year ago was nerve
wracking, but I’m so glad that I did it. Because now as
we go into our fifth issue together, I’ve added to my
skills as a designer (Interactive hyperlinks? No problem!)
and I’m a part of an amazing team of volunteers
putting together an awesome newsletter for Southern
California writers.

It was November, birthday month for three people in
my house. I was working on a new story, querying an
old one, and trying to keep up with my paying jobs and
housework. Up to that point, I had been a casual reader
of Kite Tales. As a designer, I knew it took a lot of work to
produce. But I didn’t really think about it until 130 MB
of photos, stories and hyperlinks slapped me into reality.
I suddenly realized this was a 40-page newsletter that
I had just volunteered to work on, in spare time that

In addition to writing middle grade novels, Sherrie Petersen
moonlights as a graphic designer, substitute teacher, freelance
writer, school newspaper advisor, and
mother of two children.The day after
her first issue of Kite Tales went live,
she was thrilled to accept representation
with Michelle Humphrey at International
Creative Management. http://
solvangsherrie.blogspot.com/
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News From The Internet

How My Story Became
an App
by Melissa Northway

W

With the emergence
of the mobile
device market,
a whole new
world has opened
up for writers.
Whether you are
with a traditional
publishing house
or not, the arrival
of eBooks and
storybook apps has
changed the way we
look at publishing
and the options
available to writers.

Screenshots from the picture
book app Penelope the
Purple Pirate

There were nearly 200 million
iPads, iPhones, and iPod Touches in
the market as of August 2011. Just
this past January, Apple reached
the 10 billion app download mark.
And Apple isn’t the only player in
the app field. This technology has
opened up the global marketplace.
My storybook app has been sold in
over 40 countries.
The idea to turn my picture book,
Penelope the Purple Pirate, into a
storybook app came about from
a conversation with a mom at my
daughter’s school who mentioned
creating an app that helped
children with speech impediments.
I researched several developers
and came across PicPocket Books,
a storybook app developer with a
Kite Tales

The children were so
excited to be involved
in the story as they
each had a chance to
come up and touch
the screen to hear the
sound effects. With
the emergence of this
technology, writers
are able to interact
with their audience
and make their
stories come to life in
novel ways.

long list of apps. PicPocket Books
accepted the story and it took
about three months for it to be
completed and available in the
iTunes Store. Several of the big
name developers only produce
books from well-known authors.
But there are many other options
available.You have to see what
makes the most sense to you and
what type of support the developer
is willing and able to provide you.
It took a lot of work to make my
dream of creating a children’s
storybook app a reality. However,
when I saw it for the first time on
the iPhone with the animations and
sound effects, I realized this was a
whole new way of storytelling! I
read Penelope to my daughter’s prekindergarten class using the iPad.
35

As a storyteller,
you have at your
fingertips a new way of getting
your stories into the global
marketplace. Follow your dream
and make it a reality – anything is
possible in these exciting times.
Melissa Northway is the author of
Penelope the Purple Pirate, the first
in a series about an adventure-loving
redhead. Penelope the Purple Pirate
has been chosen as a Top 10 Must-Have
eBook by lilsugar
of Popsugar.
com, a Top 10
Educational iPad
App by Digital
Storytime,
and a Top 25
Book in iTunes
with over 7,000 downloads. www.
melissanorthway.com
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illustrator’s gallery

Kent Culotta

www.The-inkspot.blogspot.com

K

Kent Culotta decided, at the age of nine, that he was
going to be an author and illustrator. It was inevitable.
He loved to read and had always considered himself an
artist, drawing all the time. When he was five he filled up
a whole wall of the living room by climbing on the couch
and taping up all his drawings—his first gallery show!
Mom and Dad were thrilled.
Kent grew up in Plymouth, Michigan, and attended Michigan State
University, where he received a BFA in graphic design, and then he was off
to sunny California and UCLA to spend a year studying film and animation.
He went on to work in animation for several years. Among the films he has
worked on are The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, and Who Framed Roger
Rabbit. He still keeps a hand in the business, having recently worked on an
update of the grim, grinning ghosts for Disneyland’s Haunted Mansion ride.
Kent has always had a passion for
children’s books and knew that one
day that’s what he really wanted to
do. He joined SCBWI, attending
conferences, illustrator days, and
schmoozes. They have all been a
source of inspiration, great advice,
and fun. Kent followed the advice
and got busy, putting together a website and mailing out postcards on a
regular basis.
Kent was contacted by Kane/Miller publishers through one of his postcards
featuring Paul Bunyan. They were interested in having Kent illustrate a
manuscript they had, called Dan, the Taxi Man by Eric Ode. Kent had to go
through an audition process concerning the design of the main character. It
took a few tries, but Kent got the job and did a little happy dance. He is now
busy working on the final illustrations and really hoping that he will make
the deadline. Dan, the Taxi Man is scheduled to come out in the fall of 2012.
“I’ve always enjoyed losing myself in the magical and mysterious worlds I
saw and read about in the books I loved growing up. I’m thrilled to now
have the opportunity to create these worlds myself.”
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Bulletin Board
Great News

two titles, Ancient Fire and Dragon Sword, in October 2011, with the
subsequent two installments expected to follow. This sets the stage for
the release of the never-before-seen finale to the series, Fortune’s Fool,
in 2012. www.marklondonwilliams.com

Cynthia Bates’ short story “Super Jack” was published on Oct. 23,
2011, in The Los Angeles Times Kid’s Reading Room.
Maria Johnson received a “Letter of Honor” for the 2011 Barbara
Karlin Grant for her picture book manuscript Pumpkin vs. Skelly. www.
topangamaria.com

Events
Kid Lit Holiday Party!
Join other writers, illustrators, agents, editors, bloggers, librarians,
educators, and people who just love children’s and teen literature at a
kid lit community holiday party.

Co-authors Gina Capaldi and Q. L. Pearce are thrilled that Red Bird
Sings:The Story of Zitkala-Ša, Native American Author, Musician and Activist,
illustrated by Gina Capaldi (Carolrhoda Books, 2011), has won the
2011 Moonbeam Children’s Book Award gold medal for multicultural
picture books. Red Bird Sings is also the recipient of the 2011 SCBWI
RAM grant for book promotion.

Cash Bar (pay as you order), Cookies (bring and share), Books for
needy kids (donate and feel all holiday-festive) Sat. December 3,
2011 from 5p.m. - 9p.m. at The Wellesbourne (www.thewellesbourne.
com) 10929 W. Pico Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90064, across the street
from the Landmark Theater and the Westside Pavilion Mall.

Q. L. Pearce is happy to announce that three of her books are included
in the 2012 California Collections from California Readers. They
are Mothman (Kidhaven Press, 2011) and Mysterious Disappearances
(Kidhaven Press, 2011) in the middle grade collection, and Artificial
Intelligence (Lucent Books, 2011) in the high school collection.

Writer2Writer
Join us at the Flintridge Bookstore and Coffeehouse, 1010 Foothill
Blvd., La Cañada, for our monthly program about the craft of writing.
Programs are normally scheduled for the first Sunday of the month,
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m., in our coffeehouse area.
No fee to attend, but seating is limited. For information, email
catherineL@flintridgebooks.com.

Kate Robinson and co-author Joe DiBuduo have a brand-new
middle-grade story, “Thirteen,” in the 31 Nights of Halloween anthology
(Rainstorm Press, Sept. 2011) http://katerwriter.tripod.com
Joanne Rocklin’s book One Day and One
Amazing Morning on Orange Street, Abrams, Spring
2011, was named a Gold Winner by the National
Parenting Publications Award Committee. It was
also chosen for the 2012 California Collection by
California Readers.

Classes
Art Center College of Design Night Program
(626) 396-2319 or www.artcenter.edu/atnight

Joanne Rocklin’s The Five Lives of Our Cat Zook, to be published by
Amulet/Abrams in Spring 2012, will also be an audio book from
Listening Library, Random House. www.joannerocklin.com

Otis College of Art and Design
Offered by Deborah Nourse Lattimore—Early 2012.
Illustration course geared towards the specific requirements of
art directors, editors, designers at magazines, trade publishers,
educational presses, and more. Students will be given exact data and
be expected to complete a minimum of six professional art-works,
send them in to the appropriate A.D.’s, and develop a sharp-looking,
professional portfolio.
For more information: 310-665-6850, or 310-665-6950. E-mail:
otisce@otis.edu

Sherry Shahan is thrilled that her YA novel in verse,
Purple Daze, has been seconded by a YALSA committee
member for the “2012 Quick Picks List.” The book will
also appear on the 2012 California Collections for high
school libraries.
Won Ton - A Cat Tale Told in Haiku by Lee Wardlaw,
illustrated by Eugene Yelchin, has been nominated for
the 2012 Sakura Medal, which is a children’s choice award in Japan.
The book also received the 2011 Certificate of Excellence awarded by
the Cat Writers’ Association, and was chosen to be a finalist for their
top prize, the “Muse Medallion.” www.leewardlaw.com

UCLA Extension Writers’ Program www.uclaextension.edu/
writers
As the largest and most comprehensive university-related writing
program in the nation, the UCLA Extension Writers’ Program equips
new and practicing writers with the tools they need to tell their
stories and to seek out publication and production. UCLA offers
more than 500 annual onsite and online writing courses in writing for
the youth market, as well as fiction, memoir, personal essay, poetry,
playwriting, publishing, feature film, and television writing. For more
information: (310) 825-9415. To enroll: (310) 825-9971 or (818)
784-7006.

Dianne White is pleased to announce that her first picture book,
Blue on Blue (Beach Lane Books, 2014), will be illustrated by Caldecott
artist, Beth Krommes. www.diannewrites.com
Mark London Williams’ Danger Boy series began a re-release on
all eBook platforms -- Kindle, Nook, etc., starting with the first
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From the Blog of a Children’s Book Editor

Definitions for the Perplexed
by Editorial Anonymous
Reprinted with permission
from http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com
A Blog of a Children’s Book Editor

If a bookstore wants to return a strippable book, the
publisher’s attitude is essentially, “Oh, just throw it
away.”

Strippable

To get credit for the return, and to be sure the book
is not re-sold, the bookseller is asked to tear the front
cover off the book and return just the front cover to the
publisher. The bookseller will simply throw away the
rest of the book.

Ooo, that sounds dirty. Will there be pole-dancing
involved?
No. We’re still on the topic of returns. Sexy, sexy
returns.Yes, I’m being ironic.

Several of you have uttered screams of anguish and run
off to check your own paperbacks for this designation.
But it’s really not a matter of high drama. The barcode
above, for instance? Comes from A Wrinkle in Time by
Madeleine L’Engle (SquareFish 2007).

Now, I do not offer the following explanation in an
effort to further undermine authors’ delicate selfesteems. What you’re about to read is just another fact
of the industry, and should not be taken as a judgment
of your books.

The thing is, the chances of being able to refurb a
damaged paperback are veryveryvery small. And if the
publisher is printing a gazillion copies of the paperback
whenever they go to press with it, those individual
copies represent essentially pennies to the publisher...
which is far, far less money than the cost of having the
warehouse staff process a returned book. It’s cheaper to
just trash the thing.

Some paperback books are quality (or trade)
paperbacks, and some are strippable.
How can you tell? It’s simple. Is there a barcode on the
inside front cover of your paperback? Does it have a little
triangle with an “S”? Then it’s strippable.

Sad but true. But if it’s good enough for Madeleine
L’Engle, then it’s good enough for you.
Next time on Definitions for the Perplexed— Bookscan
From Editorial Anonymous:“If you have questions, e-mail
them to editorialanonymous@hotmail.com, and I’ll try to
answer them. But seriously, don’t try to query me or submit to
me. I’m anonymous. If you submit to me or query me at this
e-mail address, I will use your letter/submission on the blog. Be
warned.”

“Strippable” means that the publisher values this
physical book very little. (This is not a reflection of how
the publisher values the contents of the book, or the
author.)
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Writing Connections

EDITORIAL SERVICES
OF LOS ANGELES (ESOLA)

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES (ESOLA)
is devoted to helping writers make their work the best it can be.

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
has been in business for over 20 years, and has helped many writers—
of both children’s and grown-up books—get published or improve their chances for publication.
ESOLA offers personalized, detailed services, everything from line editing to ghostwriting:
• Detailed line editing and critique letter
• Creative and publishing list development
• Proposal writing and editing
• Literary consultations
• Writing workshops

• Book doctoring
• Copy editing
• Ghost writing
• Proofreading

ESOLA can also help you craft a great query letter—
so include it if you want help with that as well!

LISA ROJANY BUCCIERI

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES

Email: EditorialServicesofLA@gmail.com
www.editorialservicesofLA.com
Lisa Rojany Buccieri is a publishing executive with over 20 years’ experience in the industry. Lisa has also written over 100
children’s books. She was lead author on Writing Children’s Books for Dummies (Wiley, 2005), and co-wrote the New York Times
bestseller, Fund Your Future (Berkley, 2002) with Julie Stav. Lisa’s latest comes this October: Surviving the Angel of Death:
The Story of a Mengele Twin at Auschwitz, with Eva Kor (Tanglewood Books). Her books have received various accolades,
such as reaching #1 on the Publishers Weekly Bestseller List two years in a row (Make Your Own Valentines, PSS/Putnam),
and winning the American Bookseller’s Pick of the List (Giant Animal Fold-Outs: Kangaroo & Company, PSS/Putnam).
Most recently, she spearheaded the Intervisual Books launch of their first grown-up publishing program for Spring
2007. She was the founding V.P. & Publisher of Americhip Books, a children’s book packaging company focusing on
adapting technologies such as light, sound, paper-engineering, and animation for books. Lisa has also been
Editorial/Publishing Director for Golden Books, PSS/Penguin Group, Intervisual Books, Gateway Learning Corp
(Hooked on Phonics), and others. She charges by the hour for her editorial services, depending on the length of the
manuscript or project. References available upon request.
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Make Way for SCBWI-L.A.’s
Writer’s Days!
Books and Beyond: How to Make a Living (and a Life) as a Writer

FEATURING
Stacey Barney

editor (Putnam/Penguin)

Michael Bourret

agent (Dystel & Goderich)

Terri Farley
author

And many more experts to be announced
Professional forum sessions on contracts and taxes

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Annual Conference Scholarship Contest for Writers
Sue Alexander Service and Encouragement Award (SASE)
Writing contests
And more!
WORKSHOPS
AND

EW
A BRAND dNay
second ves
of initteednresgisi tration)
(with lim

Revision with Stacey Barney
editor (Putnam/Penguin)

Pitching with Michael Bourret

agent (Dystel & Goderich)
Novel Writing with Terri Farley
author of all 24 books in the
Phantom Stallion middle grade series

Come Join Us!

Register at http://lawritersdays.eventbrite.com
CONTENTS

